Configurations

Desktop Configurations
These configurations may be used as desktop machines, depending on the desk height you have available.
CONFIGURATIONS

Floor (with Cabinet Type-S)
These configurations are ideal for use as floor-standing machines. Use of Cabinet is strongly recommended for configurations including two or three optional paper feeders.

Printer with Two Cassettes and Cabinet Stand Type-S Options
- Main Unit: 11”
- Paper Feeder PF-C1: 5.5”
- Cabinet Type-S: 17”
- Total: 39”

Printer with Three Cassettes and Cabinet Stand Type-S Options
- Main Unit: 11”
- Paper Feeder PF-C1: 5.5”
- Paper Feeder PF-C1: 5.5”
- Cabinet Type-S: 17”
- Total: 44.5”
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